Grocery Cashier
We are always looking for high energy individuals who love giving great
service and working hard at a fun job! Be part of our team!

●
●
●
●
●

This is an hourly position that can be a part time position or a full time
position depending on applicants
Starts at $8 for training and advances based on skill and availability
8am-2pm shifts and 2pm-9pm shifts available- weekends required
Benefits include 20% discount on all items plus complimentary shift
meal
Demonstrated awesomeness in product and process proficiency,
teamwork and service

Our performance expectations are to complete the following tasks:
-

Primary responsibility for ringing up product sales accurately and
efficiently- includes possessing knowledge of products, prices, scale
functions, pos applications on iPad

-

Efficiently and correctly bags groceries with respect to cold/frozen
items, soft produce and bread, and glass items

-

Treats customers and co-workers with courtesy and respect

-

Makes eye contact and greets customers enthusiastically

-

Assists in keeping grocery, including seating and processing areas,
neat and clean

-

Positively responds to direction and requests assistance from
co-workers, supervisors, managers and guests

-

Takes initiative to help any area of the business if possible

-

Finds efficient use for downtime

-

Goes the extra mile to make every guest’s experience a great one

-

Communicates regularly with managers and co-workers regarding
customer input and grocery needs

-

Assists in maintaining grocery displays

-

Completes side tasks as directed- including but not limited to: washing
windows, doors and appliances; dustings and facing products,
administrative work as assigned; cleaning tables; sweeping outside

-

Assists customers with product questions and suggestions, maintaining
high customer service at all times

-

Completes in-house training on alcohol and EBT sales

The Success Patterns for this position are:
•May have experience working in customer service and/or the foodservice/
hospitality industry (not required)
• has a reputation for giving great service to guests and co-workers
• can handle multiple tasks at one time
• has good problem solving skills
• can handle multiple tasks at one time

• Can work independently and as a member of a team
• Has outstanding interpersonal skills
• Communicates professionally in person and on the phone
• Can maintain high energy during the entire shift
• Self-motivated and enjoys learning

Successful Candidates will have the following personal characteristics:
-

Is fun to work with

-

Pays attention to details, quality and presentation while moving
quickly and working efficiently

-

Is self-motivated and enthusiastic, especially under pressureExhibits
strong organizational skills

-

Arrives to work on time
Is passionate about selling great food and giving great service

This is a position that requires a flexible schedule including evenings,
weekends and holidays.

